
Suttha Muttha: connecting school communities in peri-urban Bengaluru to local 
ecology and biodiversity 

Collaborators: Nature Classrooms (NCF) and Fig Tree Learning Centre (FTLC) 

 

Latest Updates/current status  as of July 2022 
 
Resource Creation 
The Suttha Muttha project aimed at creating resources on local biodiversity around the 
Silvepura area in the outskirts of Bengaluru city. Along with resource creation the project also 
aims at facilitating the use of these resources in a few schools, community library and 
distribution of the material in other relevant learning spaces.  
 
The 3 themes for resource creation are: 

1. Plants around Us:  
For this theme, plant posters were created featuring Giant Milkweed, Singapore Cherry 
and Neem. Along with this, reading cards will also be produced featuring a few common 
trees in the region.  
The content for this has been put together primarily by the teachers at the Fig Tree 
Learning Centre.   
 

2. Seasons: We created a series of bingo sheets on summer, monsoon, winter and spring 
to encourage students and teachers to take a walk in their neighbourhood, look out of 
their windows and notice what changes around them as seasons change.  
The Bingo sheets were starting points for conversations around seasons and also led to 
the students creating a season-based scrap book with the support of the FTLC teachers. 
 

3. Biodiversity in a Peri-urban Landscape  
The final resource is conceptualised in the form of a book that highlights biodiversity in  
the rapidly changing and dynamic peri-urban landscape. This will be a bilingual picture 
book also draws from children’s experiences and art work as guiding points. The book is 
being illustrated and designed by artist Karunya Baskar. 
 

The project is in the last phase of resource creation.  
Resources under two themes have already been released and uploaded on the Nature 
Classrooms website.  
 
We hope to finish resource creation on all themes by end of August 2022.  
 
 



School Engagement & Trials by FTLC Team 
Along with the Tarabanahalli Government Primary School FTLC teachers have been doing a 
project on the seasons over the past seven months to explore aspects of each season through 
observation activities, poetry and mind maps.  
 
The children have created a book to record their findings using drawings and their own words. 
The season bingo sheets were used as a starting point and extension activities were added. In 
the Monsoon Bingo sheet children were asked to identify millipedes and centipedes. The 
children were encouraged to work collaboratively to document the similarities and differences 
between the two.   
In February 2022, the children created a display on seeds and seedpods and explored the 
different ways that seeds travel in relation to the Spring season. 
 
In June 2022, FTLC and NCF teams used one of the posters to conduct observations and 
activities around the Singapore Cherry tree with students from the Govt. Lower Primary School 
in Tarabanahalli. The students were shown the plant poster and asked some questions based 
on the illustrations. Then in two small groups they observed the Singapore Cherry trees near the 
school- they were encouraged to record what they experienced using different senses and look 
for creatures visiting, interesting shapes, patterns and colours.  
Later, they added to the poster their own observations, drawings and experiences. 
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Suttha Muttha plant poster used to learn about the Singapore Cherry trees around the school 
 



  
Children sorting seeds and seedpods to create a display in the classroom  
 

      
Pages from the students’ journal showing season specific observations  
 

 
Children added their own observations and drawings to the poster 
 


